5 Pick first player.

Your first game!

What are those weird symbols?

Players in rounds go to buy cards from the track check Game mat for prices. Slide cards to the left and
refill track after each turn.

pay what’s on the left, to get what’s on the right.

Tip: Cards with symbols on the bottom are better
in early game.

skip your turn to do or take something instead of
taking 3 crystals*.

Each player places bought cards like this:

Quick setup

ability fires once when you take a card.

If something seems weird, just ignore it for your first
game and check it later.
* And discard the free card on track and slide cards to
the left. You know the drill.

1 Each players takes 5 crystals.

There’s a monster on the track?
What do we do?
You can pay to fight the monster the same way you pay
for other cards.

2 Each player gets Fist of Enchantment cards.

To win with a monster you need to have at least as many
as the monster has
. You can buy extra
for
two crystals - as many times as you want.
Items

3 Shuffle the Kingdom decks together.

2 Players

Enchantments

Monsters

I have no Crystals!
If a player runs out of crystals, they can skip turn and
get 3 crystals. If this happen, discard the free card on
the track, slide cards as always, and refill the track.

3 Players
4 Players
4 Set up the game like this.

Monster will always hit you for
minus
. Take as
many wound tokens . You cannot die, but each wound
is a negative point at the end of the game.

We have ran out of cards!
Congratulations. The game is over. Count up the
points printed on all your cards. Each wound is -1 point.

